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Introduction

　　Fluorinated polymers are ｅχpectedto be used as microelectronicand opticaldevices,

due to theirunique properties. Polymer opticalwaveguides are attractivefor economical

and practicaloptoelectronic integrated circuitsand multichipinterconnections^The key

requirements imposed on the polymer materials include high transparency at’the

wavelength of optical communication（1.3 and 1.55 μm）and high decomposition

temperature to withstand fabricationprocessing and operation conditions^.

　　Ａseries of fluorinatedPAEKs and PAEs were developed by us recently^.1n thispaper,

the optical properties of 3F-PEEK and 11 F-PAE were presented. The polymers were

prepared via typicalaromatic nuclephilicsubstitutionreaction.The structure of polymers

was as follows:

　　The lightabsorption spectra of 3F-PEEK and 11 F-PAE thin films were showed in

Figure 1. The absorption in the visibleregion was mainly caused by electron transition,

but the absorption in the near-infrared region was mainly caused by the harmonics and
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their coupling of the stretching vibration of chemical bonds*. Cart)on-hydrogen(C-H)bonds

sfrongly affected the absorption. Ｅχcept forａ small absorptkxi peak. the highly fluorinated

11F-PAE film had no obvious abson^on peaks over the entire telecommunication

wavelength region(1.1-1.7μm). On the other hand, 3F-PEEK had an absorption peak due

to tfiethird harmonic of the stretching vibration of Vne C-H bond (3v°CH, 1.13μm).a peak

due to the comUnation of the second harmonic of the stretching vibration and deformation

vibration of the C-H bond (3v°CH+6°CH. 1.38μm), and ａ peak due to the second

harmonic of the stretching vibration of the C-H bond {2v°CH.1.66μm). However, it had a

small light absorption at the telecommunication wavelength of l .3 and l .55 μm.

　　The refractive index dependence on wavelength was showed in Figure 2. The

refractive indices of polymers decreased with increasing waveiengtti. The refractive

　　　　　　　㎜　　　　　　　・　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＝　　　　　　　｢indices of 1 1 F-PAE were lower than that of 3F-PEEK during the entire region. The main

reason was the introduction of fluorine atoms. According to the Maxweti Equation: E＝n^

the dielectric constant(e)of 11F-PAE would be lower than that of 3F-PEEK. Both 3F-

PEEK and 11F-PAE showed exceilait thermal stability.The temperatures at which

5%weight loss was observed were 502°C and 532°G in air,｢lespectively. Ａ typical TGA

trace was showed in Figure 3.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ご

Conclusions

　　In thisstudy. opticalproperties of anmiatic fluorinatedpolymers, 3F-PEEK and 11F-

PAE were disclosed. 3F-PEEK and 11FふPAE films showed low light absorption at the

telecommunication wavelength of 1.3 and 1.55 um. In the near-infiraredspectra. 11F-PAE

showed lower rsfiBctiveindex than that of 3F-PEEK. |｢lackJifion,they had high thermal

stability.
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